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Abstract

A central question in the cognitive neuroscience of language production concerns the cortical activation time-course by which different word production components become available to the speaker. According to the dominant neurocognitive model of word production this is achieved in a sequential fashion where each of the linguistic components involved in speaking has its specific time-course and dedicated processing center in the brain (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). Language production would initiate with lexico-semantic processes reflected in posterior brain regions and slowly move ‘upwards’ through the representational formats until an articulatory program is activated in anterior brain regions. In this opinion piece we raise three critical issues aimed at questioning the strict feedforward and serial conceptualization of the spatiotemporal dynamics engendering word production. Concretely, we address the following three topics: 1) Are the data supporting the model or the model supporting the data? We conclude that, despite the evidence supporting the notion of some local sequenciality underpinning speech preparation in the brain, there is insufficient explicit spatiotemporal evidence to support the notion that such local sequenciality by itself is enough to explain how the brain computes language; 2) What is the role of top-down processing on the spatiotemporal dynamics? We argue that if top-down processes such as goal-directed behavior and attention can proactively modulate the linguistic system, the spatiotemporal correlates of word production components should likewise be regarded as context-depend and speaker-adaptive; 3) Can we map psycholinguistic stages onto the brain in a one-to-one fashion? We advocate to start considering, above and beyond the feedforward anatomical connectedness that underpin traditional sequential hierarchical models, other types of neural communication such as neural coherence, feedback projections and reverberatory brain activity in order to mechanistically explain how basic brain properties sustain language production.
Research into the time-course of brain activation (i.e., spatiotemporal dynamics) during speech production has flourished in the last decade, thanks in part to methodological developments and the possibility of recording neurophysiological data during overt speech production (e.g., Edwards et al., 2010; Eulitz, Hauk & Cohen, 2000; Ganushchak, Christoffels & Schiller, 2007; Graves, Grabowski, Mehta & Gordon, 2007; Llorens, Trebuchon, Liegeois-Chauvel & Alario, 2011; Price, 2012; Salmelin, Hari, Lounasmaa & Sams, 1994; Strijkers, Costa & Thierry, 2010; Strijkers & Costa, 2011; Wilson, Isenberg & Hickok, 2009). This, in turn, allowed researchers to start fleshing-out classical psycholinguistic questions (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer, 1999), in a more fine-grained perspective. The most important contribution in relation to the spatiotemporal map of language production is the work by Indefrey and Levelt (I&L, 2004). Following the psycholinguistic model of Levelt and colleagues (1999), and after conducting an exhaustive meta-analysis, the authors provide a very precise framework of when and where the different processing stages occur. The goal of this opinion piece is to build upon this seminal work and critically assess some of its properties in order to stimulate research regarding the cortical dynamics of speech production.

According to the spatiotemporal framework proposed by I&L (2004), object naming displays the following step-wise progression (see Fig. 1): 1) Conceptual processing is achieved within the first 150 ms of processing in the occipito-temporal cortex (from visual input); 2) Lexical (lemma) access enfolds between 175-250 ms in the mid temporal gyrus (MTG); 3) The phonemes are encoded in the posterior MTG and the superior temporal gyrus (STG) between 250-350 ms and segmented into syllables between 350-450 ms in the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG); 4) Motor programming takes effect in the pre- and post-central gyri between 450-600 ms (see also: e.g., Indefey, 2011; Levelt, Praamstra, Meyer, Helenius & Salmelin, 1998; Salmelin et al., 1994). On this view speech planning is thought of as a hierarchically organized process initiating with semantics and gradually 'moving upwards' through the required representational formats until a motor program is executed (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999). And although many researchers agree that the system need not be strictly serial and modular, allowing for cascading and interactivity (Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Dell & O'Sheadgha, 1992; Dell, Schwartz, Martin, Saffran & Gagnon, 1997; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000), the general notion that linguistic knowledge is engendered by specialized neural layers which are triggered.
progressively in time, is widely held (2004)\(^1\).

----------------------------------

Insert Figure 1 around here

----------------------------------

In the last decade, there have been many observations that are consistent with various aspects of this model (see Indefrey, 2011). In terms of timing, several electrophysiological studies of overt speech production have confirmed an onset of lexical access around 150-200 ms after stimulus presentation (e.g., Aristei, Melinger, Abdel Rahman, 2011; Christoffels, Firk & Schiller, 2007; Costa, Strijkers, Martin & Thierry, 2009; Strijkers et al., 2010; Strijkers & Costa, 2011; Strijkers, Holcomb & Costa, 2011a; Strijkers, Baus, Runnqvist, Fitzpatrick & Costa, 2013). Others have reported ERP evidence of lexeme retrieval and phonological encoding emerging (roughly) after 300 ms and 400 ms of processing, respectively (e.g., Christoffels et al., 2007; Koester & Schiller, 2008; Laganaro, Morand & Schnider, 2009a; Laganaro et al., 2009b; Laganaro, Python & Toepel, 2013). And most importantly, some studies (e.g., Laganaro et al., 2009a; 2009b; Sahin, Pinker, Cash, Schomer & Halgren, 2009; Schuhmann, Schiller, Goebel & Sack, 2012) support the sequential nature of the language production system. In terms of space, several studies have reliably linked MTG activation to lexico-semantic and lexico-syntactic operations (e.g., Graves et al., 2007; Menenti, Segaert & Hagoort, 2012; Schuhmann et al., 2012; Schwartz et al., 2009), posterior STG activation to word form encoding (e.g., Hickok, 2012; 2014a; Graves et al., 2007; 2008; Wilson et al., 2009), and IFG activity to (motor) phonology and syllabification specifically (e.g., Papoutsi et al., 2009; Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2009; 2012). Finally, a number of MEG studies have reported a similar spatiotemporal profile, with activation maxima slowly progressing bilaterally from occipital cortex, over left temporal and parietal brain regions, towards the left IFG (e.g., Hulten, Vilha, Laine & Salmelin, 2009; Liljestrom, Hulten, Parkkonen & Salmelin, 2009; Soros, Cornelissen, Laine & Salmelin, 2003; Vilha, Laine & Salmelin, 2006).

The evidence cited above may lead us to think that, at least when uttering words in isolation, I&L’s spatiotemporal map (2004) provides a realistic (macroscopic) blueprint of the cortical dynamics

\(^1\) Note that it is not our intention to flatten out the important theoretical and functional differences that exist between serial and cascaded/interactive models in explaining psycholinguistic phenomena, speech error patterns and speech pathologies (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Dell et al., 1997; Levelt et al., 1991; 1999; Roelofs, 1992; 1997; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000; Dell et al., 2007). But in terms of a spatiotemporal blueprint of the core word production components in the brain, mist allowing some spatiotemporal flexibility (e.g., Dell & O’Sheagdha, 1992), the neural sources linked to each mental operation and their relative time-course as specified by I&L (2004) are not necessarily incompatible with (slowly progressive) cascaded and interactive models (see also Indefrey, 2011).
underpinning word production components. If so, we should be able to start using this model as a roadmap to interpret both psycholinguistic and neurobiological research in language production. Following this rationale, and as long as single word production tasks are employed, psycholinguistic effects occurring roughly between 150-250 ms of processing can reliably be associated with lexical access and the MTG, and activation patterns in the left IFG can reliably be associated with phonological encoding occurring late in the processing stream (see Fig. 1). Needless to point out the immense power such interpretative tool would offer researchers. That said, herein lies exactly the biggest danger of I&L’s map, both for past and future research. In this opinion piece we aim at pointing out that the use of this model for data interpretation is not always optimal and at present in many occasions premature. Instead, we will advocate that the data presented in I&L model (2004) are better approached empirically, namely as data on which we can built, not consolidate; a means to predictions, not interpretations; a framework which needs to be accounted for, but not accounts for.

**Three Critical Questions for Present Research.**

Concretely, we will bring forward 3 issues that we believe need to be addressed in order to advance on our understanding of how the cognitive skill of speaking is reflected in the brain. When doing so, we will advocate for stronger cross-talk between different domains of cognition (beyond the speech production tradition) and different domains of neuroscience (beyond the 'mapping' tradition). Ultimately we aim at showing that the current spatiotemporal map of language production is only a part, but not the whole story of how to integrate language, cognition and neuroscience. The three questions we will address are: 1) Are the data supporting the model or the model supporting the data? 2) What is the role of top-down processing on the spatiotemporal dynamics? 3) Can we map psycholinguistic stages onto the brain in a one-to-one fashion?

---

2 There are obviously more questions to be addressed than the 3 we pose here. To name only a few, exciting novel work is being conducted about the integration of speech production and speech perception (e.g., Dell & Chang, 2014; Hickok, 2012; 2014a; Pickering & Garrod, 2013), to reveal the white matter fiber tracks connecting the important language regions in the brain (e.g., Catani & Mesulam, 2008; Glasser & Rilling, 2008; Petrides & Pandya, 2009) and their functional role in the production of speech (e.g., Dell et al., 2013; Hickok, 2012; Roelofs, 2014; Ueno et al., 2011), uncover the domain-general versus language-specific nodes in the language network (e.g., Fedorenko et al., 2012; Fedorenko & Thompson-Schill, 2014), dissect important language-related brain regions at the microscopic level (e.g., Amunts et al., 2010; Edwards et al., 2010; Sahin et al., 2009), etc. Knowledge on these vibrant areas of research will be vital to deepen our understanding of how the language network is organized in the brain and how that organization translates to our cognitive capability of speaking. However, for present purposes, we choose to focus on questions with a more direct link on how the temporal and spatial correlates of word production components were attributed in I&L’s meta-analysis (2004).
The first question will cast some doubt on the neurobiological evidence typically cited to support of I&L’s model and will emphasize the necessity of more theory-independent empirical data. The other two questions will consider additional and novel brain language mechanisms that are largely neglected by more traditional models. Although we will be critical with some of the tenets of I&L’s model, we do want to underscore its importance in stimulating research into the spatiotemporal dynamics of language production. It provided researchers with a crucial tool to start linking psycholinguistic phenomena to the when and where in the brain, and it will (and should) remain to do so in the future. Moreover, based on the impressive meta-analysis and the available evidence (some of which mentioned above), it is clear that certain aspects of the model represent advancements in the right direction. Specifically, I&L’s work (2004) and many studies inspired by it have convincingly demonstrated that (a) there is a sequential component to speech preparation, (b) that most (if not all) of the brain areas identified in I&L are (at least in part) involved in the specific linguistic operations assigned to them (e.g., lexical involvement of the MTG). While acknowledging the latter, we question here whether the proposed sequentiality and local neural selectivity are enough to explain how words in the brain are processed in order to produce speech.

1. **Are the data supporting the model or the model supporting the data?**

   Elsewhere (Strijkers & Costa, 2011) we have already argued that the empirical evidence supporting the temporal scope of the model is limited because much of the chronometric data does not stem from speech production behavior under normal conditions (i.e., immediate and overt language production) (e.g., Camen, Morand & Laganaro, 2010; Guo, Peng, Lu & Liu, 2005; Hanulova, Davidson & Indefrey, 2011; Laganaro et al., 2009a; 2009b; Sahin et al., 2009; Schiller, 2006; Van Turennout, Hagoort & Brown, 1997; 1998; Zhang & Damian, 2009). As a consequence one may question the relevance of temporal estimates derived from covert button-press tasks (e.g., does a picture name start with the letter /b/ or not) or delayed naming responses (provide the overt response after a cued interval in order to avoid motor contamination of the signal) to inform about the time course of overt and immediate speech production. Moreover, the additional cognitive processes necessary to perform these complex tasks (e.g., inhibition in the case of delayed object naming, or meta-linguistic decision making in the case of phoneme identification), could affect the time course with which the mental operations of speech preparation take effect (for a detailed discussion and concrete examples please consult Strijkers & Costa, 2011).
Another and more general problem concerns the difference in data that relies on the model versus data that tests the model; a difference which is often convoluted. Many researchers – including ourselves – have relied (more or less strongly) on the spatiotemporal correlates identified by I&L (2004) to establish which cognitive stage(s) of processing could be responsible (or not responsible) for an observed temporal or spatial finding (e.g., Acheson, Hamidi, Binder & Postle, 2011; Aristei et al., 2011; Cheng, Schafer & Akyurek, 2010; Costa et al., 2009; Christoffels et al., 2007; Dell’Acqua et al., 2010; Graves et al., 2007; Hulten et al., 2009; Koester & Schiller, 2008; 2011; Laganaro et al., 2009a; 2012; Laganaro & Perret, 2011; Perret, Bonin & Laganaro, 2014; Piai, Roelofs & Schriefers, 2011; Piai, Roelofs, Jensen, Schoffelen & Bonnefond, 2014a; Roelofs, 2014; Schuhmann et al., 2009; Strijkers et al., 2010; Vilha et al., 2006). For example, if a certain psycholinguistic effect appears at 200 ms (e.g., word frequency), then this effect is argued to occur at the lexical level since the model assumes that around 200 ms lexical processes are at play.

While such theory-driven approach in order to hypothesize about the when and where of a psycholinguistic phenomenon is a common strategy in cognitive sciences, it does not serve to test the theory itself. Perhaps an obvious claim, but nonetheless worth mentioning explicitly since much data considered as evidence supporting the spatiotemporal map, did in fact rely on the models’ assumptions for data interpretation rather than test the map itself.

In his review, Indefrey (2011) warns of this issue and gives some concrete examples. He argues that studies exploring the electrophysiological effects of lexical frequency and cognate status (e.g., Laganaro et al., 2009b; Strijkers et al., 2010), could not be used to test the time-course of word retrieval because the origin of those psycholinguistic phenomena can arise at multiple levels (e.g., Hanulova et al., 2011). That is, if a psycholinguistic phenomenon, such as lexical frequency, can arise at more than one specific component of word production, then one cannot use temporal data elicited by that phenomenon to inform the time-course of word retrieval. We agree with Indefrey’s reasoning (2011) that testing time estimates by exploring the temporal (or spatial for that matter) effects of psycholinguistic variables is risky if no clear origin of that variable is known (see also Strijkers & Costa, 2011). Unfortunately, this same criticism also applies to the data usually cited in support of I&L’s model (2004; Indefrey, 2011).

For example, Indefrey (2011) takes the early effects elicited by different types of semantic interference in object naming (e.g., Aristei et al., 2011; Costa et al., 2009; Maess, Friederici, Damian, Meyer & Levelt, 2002), as supporting the notion that lexical (lemma) selection occurs (roughly) in a time window
between 175 ms and 275 ms. However, not all researchers would agree with the assumption that semantic interference indexes lexical competition. Some argue that the cumulative semantic interference effect (e.g., Howard, Nickels, Coltheart & Cole-Virtue, 2006; Runnqvist, Strijkers, Alario & Costa, 2012), explored in the study of Costa et al. (2009), originates at the conceptual level, not the lexical one (e.g., Llorens, Trebuchon, Ries, Liegeois-Chauvel & Alario, 2014; Navarrete, Mahon & Caramazza, 2010). Likewise, whether the locus of semantic interference in picture-word interference and blocked cyclic naming paradigms, as explored in Aristei et al., (2011), is located during lexical selection is currently being questioned by several researchers (e.g., Caramazza & Costa, 2000; 2001; D’Hooge & Hartsuiker, 2011; Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006; Janssen, Hernandez-Cabrera, van der Meij & Barber, 2014; Mahon, Costa, Peterson, Vargas & Caramazza, 2007; but see, e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009; Piai, Roelofs & Schriefers, 2014b; Roelofs, Piai & Schriefers, 2013). Hence, consistent with the logic that psycholinguistic phenomena which have an ambiguous origin cannot be used to test the time-course of speech production, it follows that evidence from semantic interference paradigms cannot be considered (for now) to support I&L’s spatiotemporal map (and similar objections can be made with respect to the time estimates of other word production components as well).

The pitfall of whether the data support the model or the model the data is often hard to disentangle. One of the more important sources of input for I&L’s spatiotemporal model are MEG studies of object naming. This is because MEG provides both spatial and temporal resolution and can therefore map both dimensions of the model at the same time. As mentioned earlier, several studies observed that in the first 200 ms of processing source activations are maximal in occipital brain regions, between 200-400 ms in temporal and parietal regions, and between 400-600 ms in frontal regions (e.g., Hulten et al., 2009; Levelt et al., 1998; Liljestrom et al., 2009; Maess et al., 2002; Salmelin et al., 1994; Soros et al., 2003; Vilha et al., 2006; see also Llorens et al., 2011). These observations have served both as input to I&L's model (e.g. Levelt et al., 1998; Maess et al., 2002; Salmelin et al., 1994) and, in the case of the later studies (e.g., Hulten et al., 2009; Liljestrom et al., 2009; Soros et al., 2003; Vilha et al., 2006), as confirmation of the model (Indefrey, 2011). However, a few important remarks have to be taken under consideration. First, the MEG studies traced the neural generators behind the brain’s magnetic response to object naming in general, without the presence of experimental contrasts which could isolate one (or more) of the linguistic components in word production (e.g., Miozzo, Pulvermuller & Hauk, 2014; Strijkers & Costa, 2011). Strictly speaking, to associate temporal
and parietal source activations to lexical and phonological processes, and the frontal source activations to phonetic and articulatory processes, those studies had to rely on a-priori assumptions about when the different representational codes of word production are thought to become activated in the course of speech planning (e.g., Levelt et al., 1991; 1999; Roelofs, 1992; 1997). The same serial time-estimates which serve as starting point to attribute the spatial and temporal correlates of word production in I&L’s map. Secondly, to trace the cortical dynamics elicited by naming objects, a localization strategy was applied in which for a given time-frame the most active cortical source (activation maxima) was identified. Taking into account that the task of object naming is a visually driven motor act, it is perhaps not so surprising that the time-window closest to stimulus presentation shows the strongest occipito-temporal activation, and the time-window closest to articulation shows the strongest fronto-central activation (Broca and the motor cortex).

Demonstrating that an object naming task starts with visual processes and ends with a motor act, does therefore not offer evidence that word activation in the brain follows a stepwise progression from posterior towards anterior areas. In fact, several MEG studies on object naming did find some activations in Broca’s region and the motor cortex within 200 ms (e.g., Levelt et al., 1998; Liljestrom et al., 2009; Soros et al., 2003; see also Miozzo et al., 2014; Strijkers, Costa & Pulvermuller, under review), but just not with their peak activation in that time-window.

A potential way to circumvent or alleviate the problems presented above is to accumulate spatial and temporal data elicited by several psycholinguistic phenomena (e.g., Graves et al., 2007; Miozzo et al., 2014; Strijkers et al., 2010; 2013; Strijkers & Costa, 2011; Wilson et al., 2009). For instance, within the same study Strijkers and colleagues (2010; see also Strijkers et al., 2013) explored the electrophysiological correlates of the word frequency effect, the cognate effect (i.e., faster naming latencies for translation words which share phonology compared to those which do not; e.g., Costa, Caramazza & Sebastian-Galles, 2000) and the language effect (i.e., faster response times for naming pictures in one’s first compared to second language; e.g., Ivanova & Costa, 2008). Given that word frequency is known to correlate with conceptual processes (e.g., Laganaro, 2014; Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980), based on the ERP effect of that variable alone it is unclear whether the observed time-course of 180 ms reflects the onset of lexical access or rather earlier correlated conceptual effects (e.g., Hanulova et al., 2011; Indefrey, 2011). However, since the other two variables tested in the study elicited identical ERP effects within a similar time frame, a conceptual origin of the observed word frequency effect could be ruled out. That is because for both the cognate effect (defined
by the amount of sound overlap between translations) and the language effect (defined by an identical concept linked to two different words) there is no obvious link with conceptual processes.

Another possibility to test the fitness of a model more explicitly is to rely on spatiotemporal ‘markers’ which are independently assessed from any given model (e.g., Costa et al., 2009; Edwards et al., 2010; Fedorenko, Duncan & Kanwisher, 2012; Graves et al., 2008; Heinks-Maldonado, Nagarajan & Houde, 2006; Peeva et al., 2010; Pulvermüller, 2013; Strijkers et al., 2011a; under review; Strijkers & Costa, 2011; Ylinen et al., 2014). For example, Peeva et al. (2010) relied on an imaging protocol called fMRI adaptation to distinguish brain regions involved in sublexical phonological processes during speech production. fMRI adaptation refers to the observation that the haemodynamic response to repeated items decreases. Importantly, the signal reduction following repetition is shown to be stimulus-specific and affect those brain regions which were most active during initial presentation, suggesting functional selectivity of the anatomical region where signal attenuation occurs (e.g., Grill-Spector, Henson & Martin, 2006). Based on this rationale, Peeva and colleagues (2010) were able to assess, in a theory-independent manner, which brain regions showed selective adaptation to phonemic repetitions (left SMA, pallidum, posterior STG and superior lateral cerebellum) and which to syllable repetitions (left ventral premotor cortex) (a result which is both in partial agreement and disagreement with the sources identified in I&L).

A third potential promising avenue is to design experimental settings where distinct spatial and temporal components of word production are explored within the same participants and experiment (e.g., Laganaro et al., 2009a; 2009b; Papoutsi et al., 2009; Sahin et al., 2009); ideally in a setting where immediate and overt naming is required (e.g., Acheson et al., 2011; Laganaro et al., 2013; Miozzo et al., 2014; Schuhmann et al., 2012; Strijkers et al., under review). For instance, in a repetitive TMS study of overt object naming, Schuhmann and colleagues (2012) stimulated 3 different 'nodes' (LIFG, left MTG and left STG) of I&L’s spatiotemporal map at variable time frames. The chronometric TMS design allowed them to establish at which points in time neural activation in those three brain regions are functionally relevant for the naming behavior, hereby offering an explicit test of whether those brain regions indeed follow the proposed temporal progression. The data partially supported the model as well as partially disagreed with the model: In the MTG, stimulation around 225 ms after picture presentation significantly slowed down the naming latencies and then again around 400 ms; in the LIFG, the behavioral performance was disrupted by electrical stimulations applied around 300 ms after picture presentation; and in the STG, object naming went slower.
when stimulated around 400 ms after stimulus onset. In other words, the study revealed that all three brain regions are relevant for language production and causally affect production at different time points, but suggest a different sequence of activation flow between those brain regions compared to I&L’s model (2004).

We believe that the above suggestions (data accumulation of psycholinguistic factors, independent spatiotemporal markers and multi-component research) may positively contribute to constrain and advance upon our knowledge about the spatiotemporal dynamics of speaking. At present, when considering the data coming from studies which follow such more independent approach, the evidence regarding the claims made by I&L’s model are mixed: Some parts of the model have been reliably supported (e.g., Acheson et al., 2011; Costa et al., 2009; Graves et al., 2007; Laganaro et al., 2009a; 2009b; Papoutsi et al., 2009; Peeva et al., 2010; Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2012; Strijkers et al., 2010; 2013; Wilson et al., 2009), but certainly not all (e.g., Costa et al., 2009; Edwards et al., 2010; Graves et al., 2007; Miozzo et al., 2014; Peeva et al., 2010; Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2012; Strijkers et al., 2010; 2013; under review; Wilson et al., 2009) (see section 3 as well).

2. What is the role of top-down processing on the spatiotemporal dynamics?

It is well accepted that language production is an intentional act (Levelt, 1989). However, how this goal-directed behavior is implemented and how it may affect the underlying spatiotemporal dynamics of speech production has been largely neglected. This is not to say that the existing models negate the existence of top-down influences, but rather that they remain to a large extent silent of how such intention alters the dynamics of word production.

At present, most models assume that a word intended for production is accessed through spreading activation; a principle according to which information necessarily circulates between strongly connected representations (e.g., Collins & Loftus, 1975). This implies that an activated concept will automatically spread its activation to the lexical representation with which it is connected, regardless whether there is the intention to name that concept or not (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Dell et al., 1997; Levelt et al., 1999; Navarrete & Costa, 2005; but see Bloem & La Heij, 2003). In this view, linguistic intentions, such as to engage in speech production or not, only affect language processing after the automatic access to words (referred to as reactive top-down processing; e.g., Roelofs, 2003; 2008). Note that also I&L’s spatiotemporal map (2004) enters in this class of models. Although the authors remain silent about top-down processing, the
architecture is based on Levelt et al.’s model of lexical access (1999), which allows for reactive control in function of a speaker’s linguistic intentions.

Evidence supporting the notion of automatic spreading activation in language production is abundant and mostly stems from Stroop-like tasks (Stroop, 1935) where distractor information which a speaker does not intend to verbalize nonetheless influences the speed of target naming (e.g., Bles & Jansma, 2008; Costa & Caramazza, 2002; Glaser & Glaser, 1989; Levelt et al., 1991; Morsella & Miozzo, 2002; Navarrete & Costa, 2005; Roelofs, 1992). These observations have been understood as revealing that activated concepts automatically trigger their corresponding lexical representations, regardless whether a speaker has the intention to verbalize those concepts (they may even be harmful for performance as in the case of Stroop-interference). It is only after the conceptual system has spread its activation to the language system that the speech-irrelevant information (distractor) is suppressed and the speech-relevant information (target) can be selected. But does it also follow from this evidence that goal-directed top-down influences in speech production are therefore restricted to late, reactive control only? Following the classical proposals concerning automaticity and control (e.g., Posner & Snyder, 1975), where the former is fast and occurs in the absence of top-down modulations and the latter is slow and consciously engaged, it would. However, over the last few decades, the rather dichotomic classification between automaticity and top-down control has come under strong scrutiny, in particular in the field of vision science. Today, there is ample evidence showing that even the earliest stages in the visual processing stream, classically defined as purely sensory-driven, are affected by attention (e.g., Bar, 2003; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Engel, Fries & Singer, 2001; Gilbert & Li, 2013; Hillyard, Vogel & Luck, 1998; Kastner, Pinsk, De Weerd, Desimone & Ungerleider, 1999). This has led to a radical change about the role of attention and goal-directed control in vision; one where the brain interprets input through the dynamical and immediate interplay between stimulus-driven bottom-up and attention-driven top-down processes. Importantly, this view can count by now on empirical demonstrations in other, higher-order domains of cognition as well, such as spoken word perception (e.g., Garagnani, Shtyrov & Pulvermüller, 2009; Heald & Nusbaum, 2014), visual word recognition (e.g., Chen, Davis, Pulvermüller & Hauk, 2013; Ruz & Nobre, 2008; Strijkers, Bertrand & Grainger, 2015), semantic memory (e.g., Kiefer, 2007; 2012) and consciousness (e.g., Kiefer, 2007; 2012; Naccache, Blandin & Dehaene, 2002).

Given the above, it seems reasonable to assume that also for the higher-order and conscious skill of
speaking, top-down processes will not be restricted to late, reactive modulations. Recently, Strijkers and colleagues (2011a) put this to the test. They compared the electrophysiological signature to word frequency, an established electrophysiological index for the onset of lexical access (e.g., Graves et al., 2007; Sahin et al., 2009; Strijkers et al., 2010), between a task where speakers had the conscious intention to verbalize a stimulus (overt object naming) and a task where no such intention was present (non-verbal object categorization). The spreading activation view on lexical access would thus predict an early word frequency effect in both tasks (i.e., automatic spreading activation between an activated concept and its corresponding word), followed afterwards by task-specific dissociations in the ERPs (i.e., reactive top-down control). We indeed observed a word frequency effect in the ERPs for both tasks. Crucially, however, while the ERP word frequency effect already occurred 150 ms after stimulus presentation (in the P2-range) during object naming, such effect was present much later in the object categorization task (350 ms after picture onset in the N400-range). The presence of a word frequency effect for a task where no speech is required confirmed the notion that activated concepts automatically trigger (some) word knowledge (the principle of spreading activation as demonstrated in Stroop-like production tasks), but the delay of 200 ms compared to the word frequency effect in the verbal task suggests that initial word activation is not free from top-down modulations. Instead, the data concur with the notion that top-down processes alter bottom-up processing in a proactive (i.e., prior to stimulus presentation) manner by enhancing the sensitivity of the (automatic) target-relevant pathways and decreasing the sensitivity of the (automatic) target-irrelevant pathways, just as advocated in other domains of cognition (e.g., Bar, 2003; Corbetta & Shulmann, 2002; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Engel et al., 2001; Gilbert & Li, 2013; Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Hillyard et al., 1998; Kastner et al., 1999; Kiefer, 2007; 2012; Naccache et al., 2002). Following this view, Strijkers and colleagues (2011a) concluded that the difference in the emergence of the word frequency effect between tasks revealed that the intention to speak strengthens the lexico-semantic pathway prior to stimulus presentation (resulting in speeded access = automatic spreading activation + top-down facilitation). This facilitation will not be present in the categorization task since such task does not require word retrieval and consequently cannot benefit from additional top-down enhancements (resulting in slower access = automatic spreading activation alone) (and for compatible evidence in speech production see also: Baus, Strijkers & Costa, 2013; Schotter, Ferreira & Rayner, 2013; Strijkers, Yum, Grainger & Holcomb, 2011b).

The observation that the speed of lexical access (and thereby the underlying neural structures which
support it) can fluctuate in function of top-down processes may pose a problem with respect to the attribution of time and space in I&L’s model for two reasons. First, it points out that tasks that do not rely on overt naming might lose important temporal and spatial information that does form part of the signal during intentional language production. This is relevant since many of the spatiotemporal data used to inform the model came from metalinguistic tasks, where intention is confined to a specific level of representation, and non-verbal tasks, where there is no intention to speak. Secondly, one may question whether the spatiotemporal estimates of a strictly feedforward word production model will be accurate when considering early top-down modulations (see Fig. 2). The answer will depend on whether top-down biasing signals have a global effect on the language system or could modulate parts of the system specifically. So far, what the results show is that the intention to verbalize an activated concept affects the access to the lexical representations connected to that concept. It does not show whether the influence of top-down modulations goes beyond this global effect of ‘placing the brain in a naming state’. If this is all what the top-down modulation does, then the core of I&L’s spatiotemporal map (2004) can be very well maintained (i.e., when the speech intention is ‘on’, cortical activity can flow through the system in the manner described by I&L). However, if the role of preparatory top-down modulations are more specific and capable of enhancing particular words in function of our speech intentions, context and attentional resources, then a spatiotemporal map embedded in a feedforward framework might be limited (see Fig. 2).

Although at present there is no empirical evidence of the latter possibility, there are some good reasons to assume that this will likely be the case. In the field of vision it has been repeatedly demonstrated that top-down processes selectively guide stimulus activation to specific attributes. Goal-directed control and visual attention can enhance the neural gain of relevant spatial locations in a scene (e.g., Motter, 1993), pre-activate particular features of an object (e.g., Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman & Petersen, 1990; Giesbrecht, Woldorff, Song & Mangun, 2003; Kastner et al., 1999), bias towards task-relevant attributes of the same perceptual input (e.g., Cromer, Roy & Miller, 2010; Roelfsema, Lamme & Spekreijse, 1998), discriminate between complex object categories (e.g., O’Craven, Downing & Kanwisher, 1999; Peelen, Fei-Fei & Kastner, 2009) and even anticipate specific objects for recognition (e.g., Chelazzi, Miller, Duncan & Desimone, 1993; O’Craven & Kanwisher, 2000; Peelen et al., 2009; Ullman, 2007) (for reviews see: e.g., Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Gilbert & Li, 2013; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Kanwisher & Wojciulik, 2000). The diverse and rich nature of these predictive top-down modulations serve the common goal to
enhance the speed and efficiency of visual processing in accordance with the available attentional resources and goal-directed behavior at play (e.g., Desimone & Duncan, 1995); a property of the visual system which is crucial to rapidly adapt to a complex environment.

Like in vision, language can serve distinct intentions and occur in distinct contexts. For instance, a single concept (e.g., DOG) can be expressed with many different words (e.g., animal, dog, dalmatian, 'spot') depending on which message we wish to convey (e.g., specific or general), a single word (e.g., work) can have different linguistic use depending on our grammatical intentions (e.g., noun or verb), the same concepts and words (e.g., a proper name) could sound differently depending on the valence we want to communicate (e.g., angry or happy) and different sounds (e.g., dog or perro) can have the same meaning depending on the language we choose to speak in (English or Spanish). In addition, these distinct linguistic intentions will often be shaped further by the different contexts in which language behavior can occur. Speaking with your boss is likely to rely on a somewhat different "lexicon" than talking to your friends in a bar and on a rainy day words such as umbrella, clouds, wet and inside are reasonable to anticipate in conversation, while on a sunny day it is more likely to talk about tan, beaches, suncream and margarita's. If top-down influences can bias the activation of semantic, lexical or phonological knowledge linked to specific word categories or even condense groups of words, then also their spatiotemporal dynamics will be context- and task-dependent. In language comprehension some empirical evidence has been reported which shows that word recognition is indeed subject to such context-dependent semantic, grammatical and phonological predictions (e.g., Delong, Urbach & Kutas, 2005; Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Heald & Nusbaum, 2014; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; 2011; Tian & Poeppel, 2010), and that the time-course of cortical area activations of linguistic knowledge can be task-specific (e.g., Chen et al., 2013; Garagnani et al., 2009; Ruz & Nobre, 2008; Strijkers et al., 2015). We predict that also in speech production context-dependent prediction and task-specific intention can affect the cortical dynamics of speaking. If this prediction turns out to be correct, then current models of speech production may provide an accurate spatiotemporal progression of word production components in some, but not most cases (see Fig. 2).
processing, in general, is subject to top-down modulations. Far less clear is how the inclusion of proactive and predictive top-down processes will affect the spatiotemporal correlates of word production (see Fig. 2). It is a challenge for future research to see whether top-down mechanisms can modulate the retrieval of words in a proactive and specific manner. If so, rather than conceiving word production in the brain as a general-purpose, context-invariant feedforward process in hierarchically organized neural architectures, it will need to be regarded as an adaptive and context-dependent process where 'bottom-up' (conceptual) driven word retrieval and top-down intentions, expectations and experiences dynamically interact. In this case, also the spatiotemporal correlates elicited by the mental operations of word production will need to be regarded as context-dependent and adaptive to a speaker's intentions.

3. Can we map psycholinguistic stages onto the brain in a one-to-one fashion?

One of the most appealing features of I&L's (2004) spatiotemporal map is its near perfect symmetry between psycholinguistic theory and the brain. We have already commended this symmetry because of its high falsifiability and its theory-driven approach. Concretely, the core mental operations of speaking, beginning with conceptual processing and ending with an articulatory motor program (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999), are plotted onto the brain from posterior towards anterior regions in an almost perfect one-to-one fashion. But does such exercise, as valuable and transparent as it may be, provide a realistic perspective on the neurobiological basis of language (and in general how the brain computes cognition)? Current advances in neuroscience suggest that such modular-like structure may be insufficient to fully capture the complexity between brain processing and language processing.

The approach presented above follows classical views in cognitive neuroscience where sensorial, motor and cognitive events are argued to come about in the brain through sequential bottom-up propagation of information along a hierarchy of dedicated processing centers (e.g., Barlow, 1972; Fodor, 1983; Hubel & Wiesel, 1965; Marr, 1982; Shallice, 1988). While the alignment of linguistic units to brain regions certainly represented significant progress (e.g., Price, 2010), the evidence is correlational, and does not offer mechanistic explanations (Poeppel, 2012; Pulvermuller, 2005; Pulvermuller & Fadiga, 2010). Furthermore, it suffers from a principled problem where linguistic concepts are mapped to brain functioning without clear linking hypotheses between the two distinct domains of abstraction (e.g., Poeppel, 2012; Poeppel, Emmorey,
Hickok & Pylkkanen, 2012). Here we would like to focus on one aspect of this problem, namely whether modern advances in neuroscience can indeed be aligned (mapped) with serial processing hierarchies of psycholinguistic function.

In a neurobiological context “serial” means that the activation time-course of a neuron (neural populations) sending a message (i.e., action potential) and the activation time-course of a receiving neuron (neural populations) are functionally separated in time. The term “hierarchical” means that the representational contents carried by individual neurons increases in complexity as one moves up the processing stream (e.g., Barlow, 1972; Shallice, 1988). This type of neural communication is thus defined by the structure of their connections, and the attribution of word production (or any cognitive) components should follow that anatomical connectedness from lower toward higher cortical regions of representation. While such forward anatomical connectedness likely plays an important role, this is not the only form of neural communication. Above and beyond the traditional stance of fixed forward anatomical communication, evidence has been brought forward that there are cortical mechanisms in place allowing for flexible effective communication (e.g., Fries, 2005); a tenet thought to be crucial in explaining the adaptive nature of the brain and its capacity to integrate many different types of information (and arguably of more importance to code for cognition in the brain compared to fixed forward neural communication; e.g., Tsodyks & Markram, 1997; Fries, 2005). For instance, neural communication is not restricted to anatomical connectivity between adjacent ‘input’ and ‘output’ neurons (or clusters), but can be achieved through neural coherence. That is, the synchronous activation of different neural populations, which can be located at distant sources in the brain and without necessarily direct connections between them, could reflect time-dependent neural communication and represent specific functional states during cognitive processes (e.g., Engel et al., 2001; Engel, Maye, Kurthen & Konig, 2013; Fries, 2005; Singer & Gray, 1995; Varela et al., 1991; 2001). Similarly, the brain is not solely equipped with forward connections between neurons and cortical areas, but also consists of a vast amount of feedback projections (e.g., Porrino, Crane & Goldman-Rakic, 1981; Rempel-Clower & Barbas, 2000). These are argued to be crucial for top-down processing and prediction. In addition, it has been shown that the firing of neurons is not linear and monotone (i.e., not time-constant as
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3 Note that this mapping problem (cf. Poeppel, 2012) is not restricted to serial hierarchical models, but due to their reductionist nature between the elements of language (e.g., semantics versus phonology; or comprehension versus production) and the elements of the brain (e.g., neurons, brain areas or hemispheres), those models do represent an extreme example of the problem.
assumed in I&L), but rather have a strong and abrupt onset (i.e., *ignition*) followed by a longer period of sustained activity (i.e., *reverberation*) (e.g., Braitenberg, 1978; Hebb, 1949; Pulvermuller, 1999; Singer & Gray, 1995). Interestingly, these distinct firing patterns could relate to functionally different processing states where ignition may serve the recognition of a mental representation and reverberation important second-order processes such as reprocessing, memory consolidation, conscious processing and decision-making (e.g., Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; Dehaene, Changeux, Naccache, Sackur & Sergent, 2006; Engel & Singer, 2001; Friston, 2010; Fuster, 2003; Pulvermuller, 1999; 2002; Pulvermuller et al., 2009; Pulvermuller & Garagnani, 2014).

While the dominant neurobiological models of language production largely neglect physiological brain properties beyond forward anatomical connectedness, the implementation of more flexible neural communication is becoming increasingly popular in language comprehension models. Here we will discuss one such brain language model with as aim to see whether similar adaptations to the field of language production could be fruitful. A popular current formalization of the language network is based on cell assembly theory (e.g., Braitenberg, 1978; Hebb, 1949; Mesulam, 1990; Singer & Gray, 1995), where words are represented as large-scale distributed neural circuits that emerge in a rapid and near-simultaneous fashion (e.g., Buszaki, 2010; Fuster, 2003; Mesulam, 1990; Pulvermuller, 1999; 2005; Pulvermuller & Fadiga, 2010; Pulvermuller & Garagnani, 2014). Concretely, through language development the different constituents of words (e.g., semantic, lexical and phonological knowledge) reflected in action, perception and domain-general (integrating) brain systems are thought to group together forming functional assemblies that represent a word as a whole (gestalt) (see Fig. 3). For example, words related to body-parts (e.g., ‘lip’ and ‘hip’) will involve assemblies linking visual properties (e.g., form, size, color, etc.) in temporal cortex with motor properties (e.g., neurons responsible for moving the lips or the hips) in fronto-central cortex. Assembly-overlap in visual and motor properties denotes generalizability between the words (e.g., common semantic category) and assembly-dissociations (e.g., more inferior face-somatotopy in precentral gyrus for
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4 It is important to point out that also different (hierarchical) model implementations that go beyond simple serial forward connectivity could be equally fruitful to consider and may also capture some of the data we will discuss in this section. For instance, dual- or multi-stream models of language comprehension (e.g., Rauschecker & Tian, 2000; Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Kotz & Schwarze, 2010; Friederici, 2012), and in particular its recent adaption to speech production (e.g., Hickok, 2012; 2014a; Pickering & Garrod, 2013) are promising alternative accounts to explore in language production. However, we decided to focus here on cell assembly models because they represent a more contrastive example with the traditional serial models, being non-hierarchical in nature (see e.g., Strijkers, 2014; Hickok, 2014b), and because they also make explicit temporal predictions, unlike th dual-stream models.
‘lip’ versus more superior leg-somatotopy for ‘hip’) denotes specificity between the words. Similarly, topographic dissociations in acoustics (auditory cortex) and place of articulation (motor cortex) ensure that sensorimotor assemblies differentiate words with phonological overlap (e.g., more dental-related motor recruitment for ‘lip’ compared to more glottal-related motor recruitment for ‘hip’). This model has been especially fruitful in explaining the very rapid and simultaneous activation of phonology, syntax and meaning in spoken word recognition and reading (e.g., Chanceaux, Vitu, Bendahman, Thorpe & Grainger, 2012; MacGregor, Pulvermuller, van Casteren & Shtyrov, 2012; Näätänen, Paavilainen, Rinne & Alho, 2007; Pulvermuller et al., 2009), the parallel recruitment of frontal and temporal brain regions when comprehending language (e.g., Moseley, Pulvermuller, Shtyrov, 2013; Pulvermuller, 2013; Pulvermuller & Fadiga, 2010), the functional role of the motor cortex in speech perception (e.g., Boulenger, Hauk & Pulvermuller, 2009; D’Ausilio, 2009; Hauk et al., 2004; Pulvermuller & Fadiga, 2010; Pulvermuller et al., 2014; Wilson, Saygin, Sereno & Iacoboni, 2004) and language pathologies driven by sensorimotor lesions (e.g., Bak et al., 2001; Boulenger et al., 2008; Cotelli et al., 2006; Garagnani et al., 2008).

Although a neural assembly model explains several current neurophysiological findings in language comprehension that on itself is not necessarily a reason to start implementing such more flexible physiological principles in language production as well. However, in recent years, certain findings are difficult to account for with a local and sequential architecture as in I&L (2004), and may be better served by models that argue for more flexible spatiotemporal dynamics. In what follows we will highlight a few of such observations.

In section 1 we have already mentioned the chronometric TMS study on object naming of Schuhmann and colleagues (2012). In this study it was shown that stimulation of the LIFG affected the naming latencies prior to stimulation in the STG, and stimulation to the MTG influenced naming behavior at two different time-points, early (prior to LIFG) and late (after STG). The finding that MTG activation comes prior to STG and LIFG activation is consistent with I&L’s predictions (2004). However, the fact that the LIFG is functionally relevant prior to the STG and that the MTG displays causal involvement at two different moments in time are not consistent with their predictions. Especially the latter result suggests that the time-course of cortical area activations is not restricted to a single time frame, but shows patterns consistent with the notions of feedback projections and reentrant activity. Another compelling example revealing that brain regions might not have a single time-course linked to a single linguistic function comes
from the work of Sahin and colleagues (2009; see also Edwards et al., 2010; Peeva et al., 2010). In this study a sequential brain response for lexical, grammatical and phonological encoding (which corresponded reasonably well with the temporal estimates provided by I&L) was observed. However, these sequential responses to different linguistic knowledge were observed within the same brain area, namely the LIFG (affecting different subparts of this structure). This finding is inconsistent with I&L (2004), who argue that lexical and grammatical processing should be restricted to temporal regions and involvement of the LIFG should be restricted to phonological processes occurring late in the course of speech preparation.

The above observations question the fixed spatial structure attributed to linguistic function in I&L’s spatiotemporal map (2004). But also with respect to the fixed temporal structure of the model inconsistent findings have been reported. As discussed in Section 1, Strijkers and colleagues (2010; see also Strijkers et al., 2013) observed that the lexical frequency effect, the cognate effect and the language effect all produced the same early (within 200 ms) electrophysiological deviations (P2-range). Especially the latter two effects were surprisingly early given that the dimension which defines these variables is phonological in nature (the only difference between a cognate and non-cognate is whether they have overlapping sounds in different languages; e.g., the Spanish-English cognate pair guitara-guitar vs. the non-cognate pair tambor-drum). This finding might index, analogous to findings in comprehension (e.g., Pulvermuller et al., 2009), the near-simultaneous retrieval of lexical and phonological knowledge in the course of speech preparation.\footnote{Note that these results do not necessitate an explanation in terms of parallel retrieval dynamics. In fact, one of the explanations given by the authors is that all three variables occur during lexical processing (and therefore display a similar electrophysiological pattern). From this perspective, the cognate and language effects could become visible already during lexical instead of phonological retrieval if there is a high degree of (long-lasting) interactivity between the lexico-semantic (lemma) and phonological (lexeme) processing layers (for a detailed account please consult Strijkers et al., 2010; Strijkers & Costa, 2011). In any event, regardless whether the results are better explained through parallel or interactive processing, the important conclusion for present purposes is that they cannot be captured by the serial dynamics as portrayed in I&L (2004).}

Compatible results including also spatial information have been reported by Miozzo and colleagues (2014) in a recent MEG study of overt object naming. The authors performed a multiple-linear regression analyses on the neuromagnetic brain response of variables related to lexico-semantic (specific semantic features and action features) and phonological processing (word form features). At around 150 ms after object presentation modulations elicited by lexico-semantic variables became manifest in the left fronto-temporal cortex. In the same latency-range modulations elicited by the phonological variable became manifest in the left posterior MTG (previously linked to word form processing; e.g., Graves et al., 2007; Wilson et al.,
From these results it was concluded that access to phonological information might become available in parallel to lexico-semantic information\(^6\).

The results discussed in the previous two paragraphs are difficult to explain by a sequential and modular-like brain model of language production. Brain regions argued to be involved in a particular linguistic operation (such as the LIFG and MTG) were demonstrated to be sensitive to multiple levels of processing (e.g., Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2012). Lexico-semantic processes were not restricted to the temporal cortex, but recruited a distributed fronto-temporal network simultaneously (e.g., Miozzo et al., 2014; Strijkers et al., under review). And, perhaps most problematic, well-established brain regions involved in lexico-semantic (e.g., MTG) and phonological/articulatory processing (e.g., pMTG, STG, motor cortex) did not show a sequential activation pattern, but ignited in parallel within 200 ms (e.g., Miozzo et al., 2014; Strijkers et al., under review). Although these findings need replication and more data on this topic in general is desirable, they suggest that I&L’s spatiotemporal map is incomplete. In particular, it seems that the model might be too rigid both in terms of spatial and temporal functionality. That is, a reasonable modification could be that central (and highly interconnected) brain regions such as the LIFG and the MTG are allowed to have more than one function during language production (e.g., Fedorenko & Thompson-Schill, 2014; Hagoort, 2005; Hagoort & Levelt, 2009; Pulvermüller, 2013; Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2012;). Likewise, in terms of timing, faster propagation dynamics seem at play. Allowing for (fast) interactivity and cascading between representational layers could already be helpful in this regard (e.g., Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Dell, Schwartz, Nozari, Faseyitan & Coslett, 2013).

That said, it is an open issue whether a ‘dynamical upgrade’ of the original model will be sufficient (especially for the data suggesting parallel retrieval of the different word production components in fronto-
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\(^6\) Recently, these findings received additional strong support and got extended to later phonemic and articulatory processes as well in an anatomically constrained MEG study of overt object naming (Strijkers et al., under review). In that study it was demonstrated that a lexico-semantic variable (word frequency) activated within 200 ms a fronto-temporal network (MTG and LIFG), along with a simultaneous dependency of local brain responses in the motor cortex and the STG with respect to the particular articulatory movement (lip vs. tongue) required to utter different initial speech sounds of a word (e.g., Monkey vs. Donkey). This specific nature of the spatiotemporal pattern responding to a word’s frequency and initial phoneme provided compelling evidence that in the course of speech planning lexico-semantic and phonological-phonemic processes emerge rapidly together, drawing in parallel on temporal and frontal cortex.
temporal circuits as discussed above). If not, it could be fruitful to take into consideration neurobiological accounts that integrate both parallel distributed and local sequential processing. Indeed, the observations that lexico-semantic and phonological properties of to-be-uttered words are supported by fronto-temporal brain circuits which become activated rapidly in a near-simultaneous fashion, does not only find an elegant explanation in neural assembly models of language, it is in fact a necessary prediction of those models. Furthermore, in such models, after parallel ignition of the ‘word web’, activity can reverberate in local parts of the assembly producing well-timed spatiotemporal sequences. These could be responsible for second-order language processes such as semantic and syntactic integration or timed articulation (e.g., Buszaki, 2010; Pulvermuller, 1999; 2002; Pulvermuller et al., 2009; Pulvermuller & Garagnani, 2014; Strijkers et al., under review) (see Fig. 3). This is important since, as mentioned in the Introduction, there is much evidence demonstrating that there is a sequential and local component to language production: The MTG likely plays a role in lexico-semantic retrieval (e.g., Indefrey, 2011; I&L, 2004; Graves et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2012), the LIFG seems indeed to be involved in phonology and syllabification (e.g., Indefrey, 2011; I&L, 2004; Papoutsi et al., 2009; Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2009; 2012), sequential brain responses to different linguistic knowledge have been repeatedly observed (e.g., Indefrey, 2011; I&L, 2004; Laganaro et al., 2009a, 2009b; Sahin et al., 2009; Schuhmann et al., 2012) and activation maxima slowly progressing from posterior towards anterior brain regions are frequently reported in response to object naming (e.g., Hulten et al., 2009; Indefrey, 2011; I&L, 2004; Liljestrom et al., 2009; Salmelin et al., 1994; Soros et al., 2003; Vilha et al., 2006). However, the linguistic functionality of their time-course may vary considerably depending on the neurobiological conceptualization of the language production architecture.

For instance, those models solely relying on sequential hierarchical brain dynamics argue that activation in the motor cortex is only functionally involved near the end of speech preparation in order to trigger a motor program to the vocal folds (e.g., Indefrey, 2011; Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). In contrast, a brain language theory built upon Hebb’s concept of cell assemblies, argues that neurons in the motor cortex will have (at least) two functional contributions to the preparation of a speech act: In an early phase of speech preparation (ignition) as representational part of the word assembly (action semantics and motor phonology), and in a later phase (reverberation) to trigger a sequential articulatory plan (e.g., Pulvermuller, 1999; 2005; 2013; Pulvermuller & Fadiga, 2010). While assembly ignition could explain the fronto-temporal parallel
dynamics observed in response to different word production components, reverberation could explain the sequential and local brain responses observed in neurolinguistic research and serve as a key neurobiological mechanism for sequential behavior. For example, if a word is represented in the brain as a distributed cell assembly that ignites in parallel, then how are we capable of correctly uttering an intended word as “BAL” instead of its undesired mirror image “LAB”? One possible answer provided by neural assembly theory is that after the synchronous ignition, structured reverberatory activation embedded in the circuit (drawing on motor cortex) ensures the timed articulation of the correct sequence /b/-/a/-/l/ instead of the incorrect sequence /l/-/a/-/b/ (which has a different internal assembly structure linked to it and thus a different reverberatory sequence) (e.g., Pulvermuller, 2002; Pulvermuller et al., 2014; Strijkers et al., under rev.). Future research investigating such linking hypotheses between brain mechanics and linguistic mechanics, specifically, and investigating which type of neural communication (e.g., sequential or parallel) and neuroanatomical organization (e.g., hierarchical or non-hierarchical) underpin speech preparation in the brain, more generally, will help us to substantially advance in our understanding of how basic brain properties sustain language production.

Conclusion.

According to the dominant neurocognitive model of speech production, uttering words is a sequential and feedforward process where each linguistic component is represented by a specialized neural system and a specific time-course of activation (I&L, 2004). While this work constitutes an impressive progress concerning our understanding of the cortical dynamics underlying word production, in this opinion piece we have questioned whether such modular-like dynamic is sufficient to capture the complexity between brain processing and language processing. We pointed out that (1) despite a considerable amount of evidence being consistent with I&L’s meta-analysis (2004), studies which explicitly test the serial and local hypotheses of the model remain all in all scarce. We asked (2) how the inclusion of top-down processing and prediction during speech preparation might modulate the spatiotemporal correlates of word production components. And finally, we highlighted that (3) advances in neuroscience suggest that above and beyond fixed forward anatomical communication, other neurophysiological processing principles of the brain, such as neural coherence, feedback connectivity and reverberatory activation, may serve a role in the production of speech. We concluded that still several aspects of I&L’s spatiotemporal map (2004), in particular its
uniquely sequential time-course and region-specific linguistic functionality, remain open issues. Future research endeavors dedicated to unraveling the topics addressed here will hopefully help to elucidate further the cortical dynamics underpinning speech production.
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**Figure Captions**

**Fig. 1.** Schematic (and simplified) visualization of the dominant spatiotemporal model of word production. Brain activity sequentially progresses from the left mid temporal gyrus (MTG) linked to lexico-semantic processes, towards the left superior temporal gyrus (STG) involved in lexical phonology, over the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) associated with syllabification and ending in the motor cortex (MC) for sending an articulation program. Numbers in the different processing hierarchies represent approximates in ms of when brain activity is thought to be maximal in that particular region. (*Based on e.g. I&L, 2004; Indefrey, 2011*)

**Fig. 2.** Schematic example of how context- and task-dependent top-down modulations may affect the spatiotemporal correlates of word production components. (A) Example of the time-course of brain activations recruited in speech production without the top-down intention to speak. (B) Example of the time-course of brain activations recruited in speech production with the top-down intention to speak. Numbers represent activation estimates in ms and are hypothetical (purely for illustrative purposes). The point is that without top-down prediction the time-course of brain activations involved in word production will likely go slower than in I&L (2004), while under conditions of top-down prediction they will likely go faster (*based on e.g. Strijkers, Holcomb & Costa, 2011*). The context- and task-dependent top-down modulations (which may affect the whole language production network as well as specific parts of it) are hypothesized to be generated
in structures of the frontal lobe such as the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the frontal eye field (FEF), and structures in the parietal lobe such as the inferior parietal cortex (IP) and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) (note that arrows from these regions to the language areas are for visual purposes only and do not represent a structural claim about the connectivity). *(Based on e.g. Corbetta & Shulman, 2002).*

**Fig. 3. Schematic (and simplified) visualization of a Hebbian-based cell assembly network of word production.** A widely distributed lexico-semantic network embedded in local-specific action (red) – perception (yellow) circuits and a widely distributed phonological-phonemic network embedded in specific action (blue) – perception (green) circuits form a word assembly which ignites as a whole within the first 200 ms of processing. After ignition activity may remain active in the whole word assembly or reverberate in specific parts of the assembly to generate well-timed (sequential) spatiotemporal dynamics (e.g., reverberation in the lexico-semantic sensorimotor circuit for semantic integration and reverberation in the phonological-phonemic sensorimotor circuit for timed articulation). *(Based on e.g. Pulvermüller, 1999; 2001; 2005; Pulvermüller & Fadiga, 2010; Strijkers et al., under rev.)*
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